# APA AUTHOR-DATE REFERENCING – WEB PAGES and WEB DOCUMENTS

**Web – collect this information and enter in the boxes below**

1. **Name of web page author/s or editor IF KNOWN (surname, & initial/s followed by full stop)**
   The Author may be the same as the ORGANISATION hosting the website
   
   **Write your author/s or editor/s here:**
   - Individual authors example:
     Kenney, R., La Cava, G., & Rodgers, D.
   - Organisation examples:
     Australian Institute of Health and Welfare.
     NSW Department of Health.

2. **Year of publication (year of publication in brackets followed by a full stop)** - Example: (2016).
   
   **Write your year of publication here:**
   TIP: Look for the last updated section of webpage for date.

3a. **Title: Subtitle of webpage (Italicise the Title: Subtitle followed by a full stop)**
   – Example: *Social and emotional wellbeing*
   
   **Write your title here:**
   Use Italics when you type on computer

3b. **Form of Document** – only add this to the Title: Subtitle if there is a description on the document – *(Italicise the title: subtitle [Form of document in square brackets] followed by a full stop).*

   **Write your Title: Subtitle [Form of document]. here:**
   
   **Document Examples:**
   - *Why do companies fail? [Research discussion paper].*
   - *Infection prevention and control policy [Policy directive].*
   - *Preparing for child care [Fact sheet].*
   - *Exercise during pregnancy [Pamphlet].*
   - *Get up and grow – Lunchbox ideas: Meals for early childhood settings [Brochure].*

4. **Internet URL/Address – Write Retrieved from URL/Address no underlining web address**
   
   **Write your Internet URL/Address here:**
   
   **Handy Tip:** When you are doing research copy and paste the URL/web address into a word document in case you need to reference the website for your assignment.
How does your reference appear in your reference list? It should look like this:

**WEB SITE (organisation) examples:**
*Note: this example shows a web page that does not have a publication date or last updated date.*


**WEB SITE (Individual author) example:**

**ONLINE DOCUMENT (Individual multiple authors, plus form of document) example:**

**ONLINE DOCUMENT (Organisation, plus form of document) examples:**


*Note: this example shows a document that does not have a publication date or last updated date.*

**Write your reference out to match the format above:**

For more in-depth examples of APA Referencing refer to the APA Referencing Guide:  
http://hunteatafe.libguides.com/ReferencingSystems